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Abstract: Software complexity refers to the factors that determine the complexity level of a software project. High complexity is caused by the many attributes used in the system and the complex logic relationships among these attributes and features. The increased complexity of software is undesirable and affects maintenance. Over the years, Software Engineering scholars recommended several metrics like Halstead metric, cyclomatic complexity, and line of code metrics to deal with the complexity. With the complexity increasing as time goes by, there is a need for better metrics that can evaluate software more effectively. This research aims to develop a metrics model to determine the features that cause high complexity in software design architectures and to implement the multi-language complexity evaluation model for software architectures. Although this is the case, the literature on complexity metrics that implement diagram-centric complexity measures are inadequate. This study presents the outcomes obtained from our survey on metrics utilized in object-oriented environments. The survey comprises a small set of the most common and frequently implemented software metrics, which could be adopted to a group of object-oriented metrics and object-oriented programming. After reviewing the literature, Findings indicate that metrics that employ diagram-centric complexity measures are lacking.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Attributes of a software are measured using a software metric to improve its quality. Many software metrics for software quality assurance have been proposed and continue to be presented. Software complexity metrics for procedural languages have been demonstrated to highlight program areas that are sophisticated to understand, test, or are prone to errors. Object-oriented programs for software complexity metrics have been proposed by several researchers. Traditional procedural metrics (McCabe’s Cyclomatic Complexity, and Halstead’s Software Science) and modifications of them and class and inheritance measures are among the metrics presented so far. However, little research has been done to show that these measurements accurately reflect the complexity of object-oriented programs. Furthermore, it’s unclear whether or not typical procedural sizes bear object-oriented complexity. Although most of these measures apply to all programming languages, some metrics are particular to a subset of the languages. Among metrics of this kind, are those that have been proposed for object-oriented programming languages.

Researchers agree that high complexity suggests poor design, which can be uncontrollable at times and impacts software quality. Measures of diagram design can be used to identify large diagrams that could be split or choose design reviews for select diagrams.

Thus, this paper is a literature survey analyzing the current software complexity metrics to determine whether there are gaps in the literature.

The study is partitioned in the following sections and format; section 2 is a brief overview of the basic ideas of object-oriented programs, and section 3&4 presents the existing complexity metrics for software. Future recommendations and the conclusions are presented in section 5.

2. BASIC CONCEPTS OF OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMS
OOP (Object-Oriented Programming) has been advertised to lead to high-quality software and enhance efficiency of the programmer by reusing code.

The following are some of the most widely used terminologies in object-oriented metrics:

1. Object: An object is a type of entity that may save a state and perform various operations on that state.
2. Message: it can be defined as a request for an object to operate on another object.
3. Class: A collection of objects with a shared structure and behavior expressed by methods. It acts as a template from which an item can be created.
4. Method: A method on an object that is available to all class instances does not have to be unique.
5. Instantiation: Creating an object instance and binding or adding data to it.
6. Inheritance: A class-to-class connection where an item in one class inherits features from more than one classes.

7. Cohesion: How closely the methods in a class are related to one another.

8. Coupling: Object A and Object B are connected if and only if A sends a message to B.

The main distinctions between object-oriented programming (OOP languages) with classic procedural programming (CPP) are message forwarding, encapsulation, and inheritance. OOP encapsulates data and behavior (methods) in classes and objects (instances of classes). The meaning of encapsulation is that a programmer only interacts with an object via its interface while the inner workings of an object are hidden. Encapsulation also prevents unintended consequences in other items. Rather than calling a procedure or function, objects in an OOP setup sends message to entities responsible for performing the activity. Inheritance enables programmers to create class hierarchies in which characteristics of more broad and straightforward parent classes are inherited by sub-classes. Sub-classes can also be specialized by overriding or including parts of the inherited code. One of the main benefits of OOP is that inheritance encourages and enables code reuse. Because OOP is so young, there are several ideas, recommendations, or methodologies accepted globally for writing programs that are of high-quality. Furthermore, little research has been conducted to analyze what makes an OOP application difficult and complex.

3. TRADITIONAL SOFTWARE COMPLEXITY METRICS

Software complexity measurements indicate how easy or difficult it is for a programmer to accomplish normal programming activities like understanding, testing, and maintaining a program. The degree to which the qualities assumed to lead to complexity within the code is measured by software complexity metrics rather than the complexity itself. The extent to which certain code qualities appear in the code influences how easy or difficult it is for a programmer to work with it. It might be difficult to test if a program has a convoluted control flow and multiple application routes. As a result, the number of conditional or looping statements might be used to measure complexity.

The metrics described here were chosen from among the most widely used traditional software metrics that have been proposed and could easily be applied to object-oriented programming.

3.1 Line of Code (LOC)

The LOC has been in existence for quite some time, it is more basic, and the most common metric for calculating the size of a program [1,2]. Line of code LOC refers to a program's number of instructions in the SLOC (Source Line of Code), excluding comments and black lines. LOC has been criticized for lacking accountability, functionality, cohesiveness, lack of counting standards, and language and programmer dependency [2]. SLOC has other alternatives which include thousands or KLOC (Kilo Lines of Code), thousands of delivered source instructions (KDSI), bytes or number of characters, and non-commented lines of code (NCLOC) [2]. Both LOC and its derivatives, on the other hand, have restrictions.

3.2 McCabe Complexity Model

This model focuses on data flow in the architecture [3]. The program is represented by the metrics as a graph, and the definition of complexity, C is as follow;

\[ C = E - N + 2P \]

N represents the number of nodes, P represents the number of connected components, and E represents the number of edges.

One of the issues with McCabe's complexity is that it does not have different control flow statements (conditional statements) and nesting levels of varying control flow structures.

For instance, an edge can be a function/method call, a use relationship, or an inheritance link.

The restrictions must be remembered while using this metric, and the mapping between the graph and the model elements should be clearly defined.

3.3 Halstead Complexity

Software science by Halstead is based on the advancement of determining the size of the program through counting lines of code [4]. Halstead's metrics determine the number of operands and the number of operators and their respective occurrence in the code (program). The operands and operators are considered when measuring Program Vocabulary, Length, Estimated Program Length, Potential Volume, Effort, and Difficulty.

Critics have characterized Halstead as being complex to compute and depending on a complete code [5]. They are also criticized for being inadequate and confused. However, from a perspective of measurement theory, they are reasonable [6] and have solved line of code weaknesses where the computer algorithm is defined as a collection of tokens [7].

3.4 Henry and Kafura’s Metrics

The complexity of a module based on the fan-out and fan-in of data flow is defined by the Henry-Kafura Information flow [8]. The module indicates that all sets of procedures refer to a certain global variable.
A procedure’s complexity considers the sophistication of its code in terms of the length of lines and how complex its connected to its surrounding in terms of whether it is fan-out or fan-in. **Fan-in** is the amount of local flows that end at the procedure and the number of worldwide variables from which the function obtains data. **Fan-out** is the amount of regional flows from the process and the number of variable updates.

\[
\text{Complexity} = \text{length of the procedure} \times (\text{fan} - \text{in} \times X \text{ fan} - \text{out})^2
\]

The metrics used to determine the structural sophistication are fan-in and fan-out. They also help to define maintainability. These two measures can be defined for files and procedures. An example is shown in the figure below, which links them as edges and modules as nodes. For example, consider the following graph with the modules as nodes and the links as edges.

Fan-in of a particular module shows the total modules that depends on it. A particular module’s fan-out indicates the number of modules that depend on this module. The figure above shows that Module-D has a fan-out of 2 links and a fan-in of 3 links.

If the fan-in of a module is higher, it represents a better design structure; that is, the module has been used several times. Thus, it can be utilized for re-usability and decreases cost redundancy.

Fan-out shows are coupled among various modules. If the fan-out is high, this is an indication that the module is highly coupled. The higher the fan-out, the more the maintainability.

Shepperd [9] recommended changing H&K’s data flow metric. The measure of Information Flow in the Shepherd’s refinement to the complexity of Henry and Kafura for module M is;

\[
\text{Complexity} = (\text{fan-in} \times \text{fan-out})^2
\]

The refinement was proposed to measure while excluding the length factor. Improvements by Shepperd [9] recorded a particular perception of the structure of information flow; thus, they coincide with measurement theory. The empirical validation by Shepherd the relationship between the measure and a certain process measure referred to as development time. In Shepperd’s data, the relationship between K&F measure and development time was insignificant. But, his pure-data flow structure was found to be significantly related. Thus, the level of data flow is closely related with development time [10].

The Shepherd’s refinement to the H&K measure of IFC for a module was analyzed by Sofia Nystedt and Claes Sandros [11] and indicated that the two are not extremely helpful while predicting program’s errors. However, various metrics packages calculate the information flow complexity with multiple formulas.

4. OOP SOFTWARE COMPLEXITY METRICS

Code reuse is the strongest argument that favors OOP. This is because it permits applications to be built faster and, at the same time, enhances software quality. Although this is the case, the benefits are only evident if the reused code is evident and is of high quality. In the recent past, various OOP software complexity metrics have been recommended as a measure of the quality of software. The majority of them are either quantitative measures of OOP or traditional software complexity metrics extension, measuring features perceived to lead to complexity.

The analysis of these metrics is presented in the subsequent sections.

4.1 Chidamber and Kemerer Metrics

Various metrics have been defined for the object-oriented domain. One of the most common metrics are Chidamber and Kemerer metrics. Chidamber & Kemerer (1994) are Weighted Methods per Class (MMC), and Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIP), which can be used to determine the maximum length from the root to the node of the tree, where greater design complexity is made by deeper trees. Number of Children (NOC) shows the number of immediate sub-classes that are subordinated to a class from the class hierarchy. Coupled between Object Classes), which is the count of number of classes which couples it. Response for a Class (RFC) refers to a set of methods can be adopted to respond to a message gotten by an object class and Lack of Cohesion in Methods (LCOM) which refers to the degree of similarity of methods. A class is more cohesive if the amount of similar methods is more significant. Various researchers have empirically approved the metrics [12,13,14,15]. Although this is the case, researchers have found them theoretically deficient [16,17].

4.2 MOOD Metrics Suite

The MOOD metrics object-oriented domain structural complexity measures. These metrics were proposed in 1994 [24]. Method Hiding Factor (MHF), Attribute Inheritance Factor (AIF), Attribute Hiding Factor (AHF), Coupling Factor (CF), Polymorphism Factor (PF) and Method Inheritance Factor (MIF) were recommended in 1994 [18]. The MHF and AHF were proposed as measures of encapsulation. The MHF metric is the ratio of the invisibilities specified method in all classes to the sum of attributes defined.

In contrast, the Attribute Hiding Factor is the ratio of all attribute invisibilities declared in all classes to the sum of all attributes. Both AIF and MIF are based on inheritance. The Method Inheritance metric is the sum of all methods inherited in the entire classes divided by the sum of all available methods. The AIF statistics on the other hand, is the sum of all attributes inherited in all classes divided by the total number of attributes available in all classes. PF is the ratio of the real number polymorphic scenarios for a given class to the maximum number of various polymorphic scenarios for the same class. The coupling factor is the ratio of the greatest
4.3 Mishra Inheritance Metrics
Two inheritance metrics were proposed by Mishra (2012), which are program level ACI (Average Complexity Inheritance), and class level CCI (Class Complexity due to Inheritance). There is a light at the end of the tunnel since the metrics have been found to be mathematically correct through the use of Weyuker’s properties. Although the metrics need to be verified empirically to determine whether they can be useful measures of software quality.

4.4 Li Metrics
Six metrics were proposed by Li (1998) to solve the limitations of C&K metrics [17]. The metrics include Number of Ancestor Classes (NAC), Number of Descendent Classes (NDC), Number of Local Methods (NLM), Couple Through Abstract Data Type (CTA), Class Method Complexity (CMC), and Coupled Through Message Passing (CTM). The NAC determines the total number of ancestor classes inherited by a class. The total number of local methods in a class is measured by the number of local methods that can be analyzed outside the class. The CMC metric totals the internal structure complexity of all local methods. An NDC metric provides the sum of sub-classes of a class. The CTA measures the total number of classes that are utilized as abstract data types. In conclusion, the Coupling Through Message Passing metric returns the number of various messages sent from a class to different classes without considering the inheritance characteristic [23]. Hol metrics solved the gaps in C&K metrics since they required modifications to effectively approximate maintainability.

4.5 Abreu and Carapuca Metrics
Five metrics were defined by Abreu and Carapuca (1994) that are utilized to determine inheritance in OOP [18]. These include Total Progeny Count (TPC), Total Children Count (TCC), Total Parent Count (TPAC), Total Length of Inheritance Chain (TLI), Total Ascendancy Count (TAC). The TCC is the number of classes directly inherited. TPC is the number of classes that directly or indirectly inherits from a class. TPAC is the number of sub-classes from which a class is inherited directly. TAC was represented and defined as the number of super-classes from which a class inherits directly or indirectly. Lastly, the inheritance total length is the amount of edges in the inheritance hierarchy graph. The metrics focused only on the inheritance perception of the OOP and other structural perception of a program.

4.6 Lorenz and Kidd Metrics Suite
Three metrics were derived by Lorenz and Kidd (1994) which include NMI (Number of Methods), NNA (Number of New Methods), and NMO (Number of Methods Overridden) [19]. The number of methods measures the total number of methods which a subclass inherits from. In contrast, the number of methods overridden by a subclass and a class, and number of new methods measures the number of new strategies in a subclass [20]. The metrics have been criticized to measure class properties and to be simplistic. This is an indication that they cannot be depended on to analyze the quality of a software [21, 22].

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This study’s findings indicate that almost all software metrics calculate are model-centric measurements of software and not diagram-centric. Class metrics, for example, tally all of a class’s attributes, affiliations, operations, and so on. It makes no difference whether these elements appear on any diagrams or the classes themselves. Diagram-centric metrics are also intriguing for practical reasons. We can utilize said diagram size and complexity metrics to find large diagrams that can be divided up or choose diagrams for design reviews and inspections.

In an attempt to solve the lack of diagram-centric complexity measures that implement diagram size and complexity measures, future studies should focus on defining complexity metrics for the measurement of complexity during the design modules. The metrics should be capable of use at the architectural and detailed design stages and assist in preventing module implementation and maintenance problems. Further, the results of the experimental evaluation of these metrics will assist in demonstrating the benefits of the design method in controlling complexity through the software life-cycle and hence in demonstrating the ability to assist in producing maintainable design products and software.
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